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Secret Career Doent Review
The same career FDA bureaucrat who crowed about “following the science” to discredit President Trump has approved a failed Alzheimer’s drug.

Unforgivable Hypocrisy From FDA’s Career CDER Leadership
EPA sent a senior career employee to Capitol Hill to defend a highly politicized Trump plan that could have eradicated science from future environmental and public health regulations. The so-called ...

Q&A: Retiring EPA career official talks Trump controversies
A teenager with strict parents decided to go to college on the other side of the country. His parents are furious. He shared why he made the choice on Reddit’s “Am I the A******” forum. The ...

Teenager infuriates parents with his secret college decision: ‘My dad doesn’t want to let me go’
Pro athletes have their tasks cut out when it comes to picking ‘safe’ supplements that do not draw red flags during random doping tests. Be it WADA or UFC, agencies are always sniffing for the ...

Instant Knockout Review – The Best Kept Secret in Professional Sport
Last Stop is a good, straight shot of a subway ride that gets you to your destination, but don't expect much beyond that.

Review: Last Stop
Cynthia Shapiro, former human resources executive and author of Corporate Confidential: 50 Secrets Your Company Doesn’t Want You to Know ... you about keeping your job.) Mergers usually lead ...

14 Secret Signs You Might Be Getting Fired
A dispute between customers was captured on video. Some people are asking if race played a role in the response from authorities.

Dispute At NJ Victoria's Secret Caught On Video; Outcry Follows
On Good Trouble Season 3 Episode 12, Isabella adjusts to life at the Coterie. Dennis and Gael open up to the Coterie, Alice returns to the workshop. Read our review!

Good Trouble Season 3 Episode 12 Review: Shame
On In the Dark Season 3 Episode 5, Murphy strikes a deal with Josh to save Jess. The gang tracks down Max, and Trey makes a risky move. Read our review!

In The Dark Season 3 Episode 5 Review: Planes, Trains and Automobiles
With his own production company and having also curated the NBA 2K19 soundtrack, it’s no secret James is a big ... to manipulate Dom so that LeBron doesn’t believe in him whereas James really ...

Lakers Movie Review: LeBron James Adds New Legacy To Iconic “Space Jam” Franchise
Hell, even within the fight, there’s weird stuff going on that doesn’t even make sense from what ... the art for this issue and does a solid job. I especially love the way he draws his characters.

Batman: Secret Files: The Signal #1 review
A New Legacy’ falls somewhere between a reboot and a remake, but it’s not the things it has in common with its predecessor that falls short.

Review: ‘Space Jam: A New Legacy’ doesn’t leave a lasting impression
In his latest film, Val Kilmer gets an unusual screen credit for a bona fide Hollywood movie star: cinematographer ...

Review: ‘Val’ offers a deep portrait of the actor Val Kilmer
It's not like I have a secret ... the job of connecting every home and business -- that's why this is an important and pivotal moment in Washington." LA's public housing doesn't yet have ...

The broadband gap's dirty secret: Redlining still exists in digital form
I’ve been reviewing this title since #1, and it’s no secret that I’ve been very ... incorporates some fantastical elements but doesn’t completely lean into them (see his comic Happy!

Batman/Superman #19 review
Compared to that, a globe-trotting story about secret agents doesn’t sound too exciting ... the movie does a great job of humanizing a character that’s far too often been relegated to a ...

Black Widow injects a little James Bond into the MCU
The job posting was released to the public that same day. The selection of incoming Chief Washington was publicly announced on May 14, 2021." Under the city charter Boggs Muething doesn't have to ...

'Takes the public out of the process.' Names of Cincinnati fire chief applicants shared with public only after chief was chosen
His secret? Efficiency. If Neeson broke into the ... the Irishman” and “The Punisher”), “The Ice Road” doesn’t tire itself out by concealing its obvious debt to other, better movies ...

‘The Ice Road’ Review: Liam Neeson Steers Netflix’s Frozen ‘Wages of Fear’ Homage
Kaija Saariaho’s grand yet restrained new opera about a tragedy and its reverberations is the most powerful work of her five-decade career ... Susanna Malkki — doesn’t feel like a sung ...
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